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Introduction 
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Of the dielectric anomaly of 幻 higher alcohols in the "，九Taxy state" stable at 

temperatures just below the melting point， Hoffman and Smith(l) attributed the origin 

to Maxwell-Wagner polarization. Meakins and Mul1ey(2) found abnormal1y large 

values of dielectric absorption and of dispersion of出edielectric constant at low 

frequencies， at temperatures below that of the waxy state， and explained the facts by 

the presence of hydrogen~bonded chains of hydroxyl groups capable of reversing their 

directions. It appears that they supposed the same to be true even in the waxy state， 

but gave no explanation for the dielectric absorption which is especially abnormal in 

the waxy state. On the other hand Asai and his cooperatorsCめ consideredthat the high 

value of dielectric constant of n-hi只heralcohols is only superl1cial and should be 

explained vvith Cole's theory(4) of the conductive dielectric. 

The purpose of the present paper is to describe the author's experimental study to 

test出eabove theories. If Asai's opinion is correct the dielectric constant of a n-~higher 

alcohol must vary with electrode seperation of the condenser as Cole pointed out.明〈の

Therefore the present author measured the dielectric constant of cetyl alcohol and 

octadecyl alcohol with diHerent electrode seperation from 1.2 mm to 0.7 mm at frequncies 

2 Kc/s and 0.6 Kc/s， but could not l1nd signil1cant variation. For the purpose of studying 

the dielectric mechanism it 1S o-ften useful to determine the relation of the real part εF 

and the negative imaginary part e'J of the complex dielectric constant(7)， so the author 

measured the two values in the vvaxy state and plotted a Cole.~Cole diagram. The 

result shO¥vs that the dielectric anomaly of n~higher alcohols i11 the waxy state must be 

attributed mainly to the orientational polarization as was advocated by Meakins and 

Mulley rather than to Maxwell-Wagner polarization. 

Experimental Procedure 

The apparatus and血eexperimental procedures adopted were generally the same as 

those described in the preceding paper.∞ The sample was put in a condenser with the 

electrodes insulated by three spacere弓. The thickness of the spacers was 1.27 mm， 3.17 

nm1， 5 mm and 6.7 mm respectively in the :Eour experiments. 
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τheternperature dependency'of由edielectric constant and the electric ccinductivity 

was rneasured in 世間 heating or cooling stage at 2 Kc/s or 0.6 Kc/s. The frequency 

dependency of the dielectric constant and the electric conductivity was rneasured at a 

fixed ternperature of the waxy state in由eheating or cooling stage. For the rneasurernent 

a low frequency capacity resistance bridge， and RC type osci1lator of frequency range 

20 c/s-20 Kc/s were used. 

The direct conductance error of εペnarnelythe additive contribution toε" from dc 

conductance， was corrected by subtraction of the dc conductance Gdc frorn the to切l

conductance G(ω) at each frequency，出eexpression used being 

εゲ=(G(ω)-Gdc)/ωCo，

仕levalues of G being expressed in pp. mho and of cell capacitance Co inρpf. The 

value Gdc was measured sirnultaneously by a vacuurn tube electrorneter. 

The sarnples used were cetyl alcohol， rn. p. 48.70C， and octadecyl alcohol， rn. p. 54.90C 

containing sorne impurities. 

Experimental Re由ultsand Di画cussion

(1) The effect of the electrode sゆeration

The effect of由eelectrode seperation d on the real part o' is shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. 

Fig. 1 is世紀 temperaturedependency of世間 realpart o' of the ti 

cornplex dielectric constant of cetyl alcohol in the heating 

stage and 2 Kc/s rneasured at several electrode seperations， 

Fig. 2 is出atof octadecyl alcohol in the cooling stage and 

0.6 Kc/s. 

Inぜlesefigur白 thernaxirnurn of出ecurve is high時tat 

the lowest electrode seperation 1.27 mm， but it rnay be due 

to the experirnental error. ，，' 

At any rate the au出or

could not宜ndthe signific-

ant variation wi由 elect-

rode seperation. Nei世紀r

could he find any effect 

of出eelectrode seperation 

on the negative imaginary 

part o". Auty and Coleゆ

found a rernarkable effect 

due to the electrode 

polarization in由econ-

ductive ice at frequencies 

below 1.5 Kc/s， and仕mt

it wasnegligible when 

the electrode seperation 

20 30 40 50 0む

Fig. 1. 
Temperature dependency of出ereal part 
e' . of也edielectric cons旬ntof cetyl 
alcohol in the heating stage and 2 Kcfs 
measured at several electrode seperation. 
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Fig.2. 
Temperature dependenc)' of:the 
real partど ofthe dielectric 
constant of octadec)'l alcohol 
in出ecooling s匂 geand 0.6 
Kcfs measured at several 
electrode seperation. 
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exceedec1 G mm. And c，o thc dielcctric anomaly of n-hiεhβτalcohols i11 the waxy state 

does not seem to be a surface elfect in the sense of Cole's theory but principally a 

volume property at least at frequencie弓 aboveO.G Kc/s. The reason why the conductive 

n'-higher alcohols in thc waxy state do not show thc eifect of electrode polarization 

simi1ar奴)that of the conductive ice may be tl:ヲe difth巳nceof the mechaoisms of the 

conductivity. Of七hc n-higher alcohols the eflect may appea1' only at much lovver 

frequencies. 

(2) Relation 01 εI and eゲ

It was ve1'y diificult to mcasure 

the values of capacity and total 

conductance at sevc1'al frcquen-

cics and that cf dc cつnductaDce

of the condenser at a iixed tcm司

pcrature of the samplc， but thc 

author contrived to finish the mea-

su1'em巳ntas quickly 3S p亡S古iblc.

The results obtaincd in the 

hcating stagc arc shov，rn in Fig. 

3 and Fig. 4， each g1'aph being 

a circula1' a1'c with its centc1' a 

littlc below theどaxis. At low己r

f1'equencics expe1'imcntal errors 

became la1'ge1' and below' a 

ce1'tain limiting frequcncy neithcr 

ピ no1' 〆couldbe measu1'ed. 

The value GJc for the case d 

Fig. 3 ammounted tっ20% of the 

total c:Jnductznceεt frequency 

20 Kc/s， and tっ40% at frequency 

0.5 Kc/s. For the case of Fig. 4 

thcse va 1 ucs wδre 85杉 and3596 

1'cspectively. Sometimes the dia-

gnJm deviated from the circular 

arc at lower frequcncies as shown 

in Fig. 5. 

At εny rate tlo.e fact that the 

relation of ξI and εゲ isindicated 

by an circu12T 31'C， excepting the 

case of much lowe1' frcquencies， 

seem，o u) st¥Ow that the dielectric 

r 
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Fig. 3 
Comp]ex dielectric constants of octadecyl alcohol at thβten1.perature 
(4.9.50C) shown in the ε，_ T curve in the heating slage 

.Electrode seperation 1.27 mm 
Num.bers beside points are frequencies in KC/8 
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Fig 4 
Cornplex dielectric constants of cetyl alcohol at the te阻 pcrature
(42.50C) shown in theピ-1'cnrve in the h回 tingsι勾 e

Electrode seperation 1.27 mm. 
Num.bers beside points are frequenc;es ;n Kc / s 
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Fig 5 
Complex dielectric C01l5tan1:s of octadecyl alcohol rrt 
490C i:n the heaung s"i:age 

.Eleclrode sepeTation 1.271l1.TP 

Num.bers he3icle puill'iら arefrcquew，-~;e~， 111 Kc/日



mechanism is to be attributed to the orientational polarization. Of couise it is important 

to recognize， as Cole pointed out， (7)出atthe circular arc does not necessarily originate 

from世紀 orientationalpolarization. That is， a semicircular locus results from Maxwell-

Wagner polarization when we assume由atthe dielectric constants and electric conduc-

tivities of 世紀 twophas邸 ofa cJmposite are independent of frequencies~. But in血is

case it do白 notseem right to admit the above assumption. Fur由ermorethe locus is 

not a semicircle but a circular arc wi出 itscenter a little below也eど axis. And so 

it is not unnatural to assign仕leorientational polarization of a little broader distribution 

in relaxation time. Such mechanism may perhaps be attributed to the orientation of 

出ehydroxyl group alone and not to出atof the entire molecule， as was advocated by 

Meakins and Mulley for temperatures 

below that of血ewaxy state. For com-

parison a Cole-Cole diagram based on the 

data of Meakins and Mulley，(2) is shown 

in Fig. 6. 

The chief di fferences betw己E:nFig. 3 and 

Fig. 6 are， (1)世紀 dielectricdispersion for 

the waxy state is displaced to higher 

frequencies， (2) a larger distribution in 

relaxation time is show-n.in Fig. 6 compared 

to仕13tof Fig. 3， and (3) considerable 

di1ference in magnitude of〆 whichresults from (2). 

The absorption at much lower frequencies show-n in Fig. 5 may be due to some causes 

such as the following. 
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Fig.6 

Complex dielectric constants of octadecyl 
alcohol at 200C (Meakins and Mulley) 
Elecなodeseperation .; 2 mm 

Numbers beside points are frequencies 
in Kcjs. 

(1) Maxwell-W agner polarization resulting from出esituation of血e conductive 

hydrogen-、bondedchains in a non-conducting matrix as was advocated by Hamon 

and Meakins.助

(2) Electrode polarization of Cole's出eory.

(3) The orientaticm of entire molecule ra出er出a白血atof the hydroxyl group alone 

as inぜlecooling stage to be explained subsquently. 

But世紀 au血orhas not been able so far to confirmぜlereal cause. 

τ'he measurem叩 tshad to be carried out more quickly in出ecooling stage由anin 

the heating stage because of出edi伍cultyof maintaining the equilibrium in出ewaxy 

state. Hence也eexperimental errors were larger in出ecooling stage. Fig~ 7 is the 

diagram for the cooling stage and shows a conspicuous variation wi出 temperatureas 

compared wi也出atfor the heating stage. 

As was also described by some previous investigators01)(3)(10)由easpects for出ecooling 

stage are quite di能 rentfrom those of出eheating stage as are clearly seen in Figs. 8， 

¥) and 10， which respectively show也e D. C. conductivity， A. C. conductivity， and 

dielctric constant ど asfunctions of temperature. 
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~~7 7 
Complex dielectric constants of octadecyl alcohol at the 
temperatures shown in theε仁 Tcurve of the cooling 8tage 

.Electrode seperation 3.17 mm 
Numbers beside points are fl'equenies in Kc j s 

For the C2SC of curve D in Fig. 7 the value Gdc 

ammounts to 12 96 of the total absorption con-

ductance at frequency 20 Kc/s， and to 25 96 at 0.5 

Kc/s. For the case of curve A thcse values are 

1896 and 19タ16respectively. Curve D is very close 

to a circular arc， and the shape s色ems to be 

attributable to the same orientational polarization 

as in the heating stage. In curve C and B the 

deviation from the circular arc is conSpiCuOllS in 
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Fig. 8 
Temperature dependency 
of D. C. eoncluctivity (Jf 
oetadecy! aleohol. 
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Fig. 9 
Temperature clepcndency 
ofA. C. eonc1uctivity of 
octadecy! alcohol (2 Kcjs)。
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Fig. 10 
Temperature c1ependency 
of dielectric constant of 
octadecy! alcohol (2 Kc j s.) 
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the lower frequencies， andξゲ hasvalues greatly differing from tb.c corresponding values 

in curve D， while there is little difterence in the values of ó ' • Curve A is roughly 

linear， and in this case ど isa little smaller than in B and C. 

For these phenomena， too， some of the廿lreecauses mentioned for Fig. 5 may be 

responsible. But cause (2)， namely electrode polarization， seems to be unimportant， 

because large values of ピ and〆 werealways obtained irrespective of the electrode 

seperation. On the other hand cause (1)， namely Maxwell-Wagner polarization， is a1so 

unlikely to happen inasmuch as only ε勺notε" varies markedly with temperature。

Therefore W2 considered C3use (3)， that is， as世紀 temperaturebecomes high芭rand the 

frequency lower the orientation of the entire molecule becomes more likely to occur 

than that of the hydroxyl group alone. Because though the ori巳ntation of the entir司e

mele配Cl叫11einduces nearly t出hεsameam立1潤 ntof polarization a部巴 t出ha拭tof t出hehydroxyl group 

alone， the form町 willproduce larger values of 〆 thanthe latter as a result of出e

diff1εrence of their activation energies， or relaxation times. This is S2en from the Debye 

equations. 
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which， combined，交ives

εか =(εI-E=)ωτ (3) 

showing the relation mentioned above. 

Furthermore， E' does not decrease sコmarkedlyby the increasing cf ~， because， the 

author believes， the value of EO in (1) increases wlth increse cf T， w;Jich in turn may 

be attributed to the increasing of the magnitude of the effective dipole moment of the 

hydroxyl group resulting from the orientaticn of the entire molecule. 

Besides the assumption (3) seems natural Wften the difi'erence in magnitude of the 

inertia of entire molecule and that of the hydroxyl group alone is kept in mind. 

Causes (1) and (2) may， however， a1so be significant at frequencies much lower than 

those used in the author's experiments. 

The author wishes to express his sincere七hanksto Professor H. Shoji for his kind 

guidance， 
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